
Unexpected encounters with my folks 
And so I stand 
naked 
in the midst of the paving 
of the square 
in which you put me 
 
by the power of your blood 
 
unable to speak circles 
  you convince yourself 
you can 
    measure my sides 
 and realise 
   that 
 
 
    and   I don’t add up   so 
 
 
And so we stand 
staring at each other 
in your land 
where even raindrops fall in squares 
and rectangles are dreaded spectres 
and yet I’m here 
 
And so you stand 
taking your measures 
again and over 
    but 
      it’s just   the same 
even time  
   is  squares  and  squares 
 
 
And so, here I stand 
and you accuse me 
of being who I am 
 
23/12/2017, from Berlin – Spandau to Hamburg, Germany 
 
  



Nameless 
care less for loss 
caress the moss 
do not feel blue 
breathe in the hue of the bark 
  and the dark blue kingfisher 
dissipating  
  in the dusk 
as it takes off 
  into the sky 
    as all goes dark 
don’t flee 
let fly 
 
don’t care who leaves 
drink in the trees 
whose leaves in breeze 
we cannot seize 
the disease  
we cannot cease 
  to wander 
in the forests    of our mind 
 
 
don’t hide     behind 
    your trees 
 
don’t hide     behind 
   the path not taken 
 
14/10/17-17/10/17, Aalborg, Denmark & Aberystwyth, Wales 
 
  



Stranger 
For ever in my mind 
you my significant stranger 
we met in the air 
we met by the sea 
watched an eagle land right in front of us 
together 
 
For ever in my heart 
you who asked me to step on your back 
we walked and reached the sky 
two days later 
ate some cheese 
together 
 
For ever in my soul 
you my four-legged friend  
and you my friends with wings 
who looked me in the eye on the cliff 
and I looked into yours as we were 
together 
 
My significant stranger 
we met 
in my heart 
and maybe yours 
and we let go 
 
Wherever you are 
live 
and have my love 
for ever 
 
08/07/2017 & 11/07/2017, Victoria, BC, Canada 
  



The Tale of Viola  
In a time when days and nights did not exist, when the sun made love to the dew with its warm rays, 
some of the dew became a ball of love. It did not take long for this ball to undergo further changes. But 
a bit of dew does not become a ball of love just like that – so powerful was the transformation process 
that it broke time in a way that, on some occasions, time was dressed up all in light and at other times in 
the absence of light. And yet at other times time wore both light and darkness and never quite managed 
to have the same garment on for too long. As day and night were thus born, all the hummingbirds of the 
universe came together to comprehend the change that had just happened. Like a cloud of all the colours 
of the rainbow, they flapped their wings and their mighty vibrations set up a rhythm for day and night. 
Their vibrations were so strong that the ball of love was naturally affected as well - the vibrations set it 
a-moving. Slowly, as the hummingbirds were approaching, the ball started pulsing, it started travelling, 
and everywhere it went, hummingbird vibrations were to be heard and felt even if not a single 
hummingbird was around. And through the vibrations you could feel the love of the sun and the dew. 
  
As the ball of the sunshine and dewshine rolled, it went through a clearing in a forest, covered with a 
carpet of violets, where it frolicked joyfully and acquired a little button-like nozzle. From the realm of 
the violet flowers, the ball went through bracken, and the flowers and the bracken teased the pulsing ball 
into a ball of vibrating fluffy substance, resembling a cloud of tender fur. And because it had come from 
the sun and the dew and spread love, all that came back to it was love as well, and thus the fluffy ball 
turned all ginger and honey golden and shone with warmth anywhere it went from afar. And because it 
had come out of the sun, it was indefinitely warm. And because it had come out of the dew, it was 
indefinitely soothing and good-humoured.  
 
As it kept rolling through the galaxies, it did not always know where it was going – the direction mattered 
not. Soon enough, two starry eyes appeared on the ball, as a gift from the stars, and four legs and a tail 
and two ears, one by one, appeared on the ball as gifts rewarding the good deeds of the fluffy ball of 
golden hues. Unknowingly, it brought warmth to the frosty realm of caterpillars, who gave our ball a tail 
so that it could always feel one with the caterpillar community and participate in all the wiggling sprees. 
The two ears were a gift from the owls – as the ball went through the land of the birds, it caused mild 
earthquakes that drew the mice out of their burrows and saved the famished owls from starvation. The 
four legs came as a gift from the king of the cats. There were many a quarrel sickening the kingdom; not 
a single cat knew how to get along with another of the cats. And so it had become that the cats were on 
the brim of extinction. One day, the fluffy ball came to the kingdom, with a wild wiggling tail and two 
pointed ears, a cute little nozzle, shining like gold, and pulsing calmingly. The ball brought warmth and 
generated very soothing vibrations, which resulted in a wondrously happy season in the cat kingdom. 
The cats managed to enjoy each other’s company after a long time and learnt how to purr. They were so 



grateful, they all came to cuddle the fluffy ball to give some of its love back to it. And as they cuddled 
and purred (as an imitation of the soothing pulsing vibrations), and as they cuddled and licked, and licked 
and cuddled, the ball soon acquired the shape of a cat. Its spirit was unchanged, but physically it differed 
from the cats only by its enormous size.  
 
Used to rolling through the world and attracted to sources of heat, the cat-fluff soon followed the 
vibrations of hot water currents found underneath the ground. And thus it came to Iceland, where it could 
finally rest its weary head nearby geysers and enjoy the silver breeze reminding it of the silver dew 
essence of its existence.  
 
One day a couple with two legs walked where our cat-fluff was resting, and they too generated an unusual 
amount of warm energy. It was time for another adventure and our cat-fluff joined this couple of – as it 
turned out – linguists, Joel and Caitlin, and promised that it would guard them and look after these good 
people as long as possible, for they did a lot of good in the world. The two good-natured humans called 
the cat-fluff Viola, little knowing that the fluff had secretly vibrated the idea to them in their sleep because 
of the joyful memories of the happy rolling through the carpets of violets in its early days.  
 
And thus happened Viola. Forever wild.  
 
Newcastle, Prague, winter 2016, for Caitlin, Joel, and Viola.  

  



  

  
  



Please exit the train  
Here I am. The railway station is old and shabby, but I’ve missed it all the same and am pleased to see it 
– one more time. I am surprised to realise the place awakens calm in me and pleased that the train for 
Rakovník does stop in Kladno, which is my destination. I happily sit on one of the seats of what looks 
like an abandoned train and quietly wait for it to start moving, enjoying the silence.  
 
But I had been observed. “Well of course it goes to Rakovník, and I would certainly hope so!”, the lady 
shoots at me without any warning. Is it just that it’s 6:22 am? I smile at her politely and re-immerse in 
my tranquil world again. But it doesn’t last long, for now a group of girls gets on board. I keep on telling 
myself that the high pitch of their voices is most likely exaggerated by my eighteen-hour journey with 
only two hours of sleep, as is (surely) the fact that I can hear every single detail of their conversation 
from the other side of the train. And soon another character enters the scene. A man sits by the window 
on the left from my seat. It’s just before 7am now and soon we will be on the road. He puts a bottle of 
beer on the table and undisturbed keeps on mumbling to himself, spitting out comments on the mirthful 
group of girls. The last passengers to get on board are a group of Romani people, speaking Romani 
sprinkled with snippets of Czech. What a beautiful language, I think to myself. How much hidden beauty 
is there, I wonder, in the corners of the world. By this point, the mixture of the low-pitched Romani 
voices and the high-pitched Czech voices is buzzing through the coach as if this very coach was Babel 
itself, with the regular hissing comment on the two groups produced by the lonesome beer bottle adding 
more variety to the soup of sounds.  
 
Due to building actions, the final stop turns out to be Kladno. “Do get off when you reach Kladno,” we 
are urged by the conductor. I fall asleep and wake up just before I reach my destination, and I am 
welcomed back to reality by the sound of a loud burp coming from my neighbour, who has not grown 
tired of commenting on the other passengers. I am waiting for the doors to open, with the beer-bottle by 
my side. As the conductor announces “we have reached Kladno, our final stop, please do get off here”, 
my neighbour shares his final piece of wisdom with me: “civilization, finally! Why on earth should I 
keep on listening to all that crap”, casting significant looks at the Romani group, after which he steams 
off the train like a stormy cloud.  
 
Here I am, I have reached the Czech Republic. Please exit the train.  
 
12/7/2016, Kladno, Czech Republic  
 
  



A Czech bumblebee  
Imagine swimming in a massive swimming pool in Bohemia and all of a sudden bumping into a 
bumblebee – totally powerless against what must be massive waves of chloride water. It’s desperately 
kicking its strong legs in all possible directions. And you know it's useless. But the brave and persistent 
bumblebee is fighting. And so, you set out to get it to the world of dryness again.  
 

The first and the only thing at hand is a very very small cone – of the size of three pea seeds. Isn’t there 
anything bigger swimming around here in this pool of human giants? This must be the cleanest outdoor 
swimming pool in the world to have just that one little cone swimming in it. But for the time being the 
bumblebee can at least float on the mini cone and get an occasional splash, which buys you some time 
to find a way to get it out of the water without getting bitten by a very angry and a very confused 
bumblebee. Because you can't quite get out of the pool yourself and are worried the poor bumblebee may 
die before you find a way to find a means of rescue on land, you call to an elderly lady who's up there on 
the shore, asking her to hand you a leaf you've spotted not too far away from where she’s sitting.  
 
       Why?  
 
Why? Because there's a drowning bumblebee in the water and you are trying to get it out because it's still 
alive.  
 

Instead of going for the leaf, the lady hands over her red plastic sandal to you. You fish the poor thing 
out with that, together with a sandalful of water. And that's when the elderly lady starts playing a major 
role in the bumblebee's life. She gently lets the water out - together with the bumblebee. You can’t but 
admire the care she puts in the gesture. Very impressive. And you watch it with a big inner sigh, satisfied 
to see to that the bumblebee has started catching its breath and will keep on living.  
 

But, hang on, this is not the end of the suspenseful bumblebee story of fight for life. For the elderly lady 
only let it out to smash it a second later with a shedload of aggression. "There!" she cries, and smears it 
all over the scene of crime, obviously very satisfied.  
 
You are too flabbergasted to realise that you are just staring at her with your jaw dropped, to which she 
only says: "What! What the hell should you do with those bloody wasps other than kill them anyway".  
 

But it was a bumblebee…  
 
Oh... 	



	

OH? 
 
Here's toast to you, our little bumblebee! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h6A-JYbu1Os  
 
10/7/2016, Kladno, Czech Republic  
  



The hour of silence  
The silent hour 	
opens its silky moods  
revealing velvet thoughts  
and honey golden sounds  
of warmth and peace  
drizzling through my soul  
 
For ever puzzling wonders  
have wandered  
  off 	
	 	 	 duty  
 
 
in the hour of silence 	
we are all 	
we are them and it and her and him and us  
be       cause 
 we  are      and me 
    YOU  
 
and for that no words are necessary  
 
14/5/2016, Gateshead  
 
  



The importance of being egrets  
There’s something stunning 	
about the birds 	
pondering on the frosty surface of the lake.  
As if living had stopped 	
where being never ceases 	
never dies 	
where waters merge with skies.  
 
Are pigeons jealous 	
of swans or moorhens? 	
Do rooks feel blue 	
clumsily skating amongst the geese?  
But what if swans feel sorrow at the sight of wrens 	
of magpies and their feather hues 	
of the kites that soar the breeze?  
 
But 	
	

Just – a human mistake.  
 
On this life-still still-life  
on this still-life lake  
only life’s at stake.  
 
So  
 
Be whatever bird you wanna be.  
Nobody cares.  
 
20/10/2015, from London to Newcastle  
  



Aberystwyth  
You can feel all the pebbles  
On the beach in Aberystwyth  
One by one 	
You can touch all their colours  
And smell every sea wave  
Caressing the shore  
Day and night 	
And night and day 	
You can listen to the jack does 	
And walk in the tree alleys 	
To the seagull tune 	
That emerges now and then 	
From the tissue of your body 	
You can smell every single raindrop  
Dancing on the tree leaves  
Drumming on the pavements  
Joining in the orchestra 	
Of birds and plants and slugs  
Playing through your blood  
 
You can breathe in all that  
And breathe it out again  
And in 	
And out  
Endlessly  
 
And from the bottom of your lungs  
You add to the leafy jazz 	
And wish 	
And feel  
And smell 	
And breathe 	
For every single soul you know  
And you wish them 	
Them 	



And you wish 	
You wish them well  
 
In and out 	
And endlessly 	
With every and each part of your self  
 
23/08/2015, Aberystwyth, for my friends   



     Nuthatch 
     Taken by surprise 	
	 	 	 	 	 by a little fluff 	
	 	 	 	 	 I soon realised 	
	 	 	 	 	 that the dancing stuff  
     foxtrotted the bark 	
	 	 	 	 	 here in Whitworth Park. 
 
     Nuthatch  
    it breached 
      the latch  
    it reached 
     accidentally 	
	 	 	 	 	 stepped right on to my heart 
 
        shall we start  
   asking 
 
     With this sudden dart 
 
     It departed 
 
13/07-17/07/2015, Manchester, Kladno 
  



Welsh honey  
A jar of Welsh honey  
from my cariad 	
peeped out at me 	
when making semolina  
 
and for a moment 	
I stood and stared 	
and stood and stared  
with that jar in my hand  
 
(it was Welsh honey  
from my cariad)  
 
unopened  
 
this precious jar of gold  
just watched me quietly  
kiss the Welsh sign in bold  
and the little bee  
and stare again another moment  
through memories 	
till salty curtain 	
put the jar back  
to keep company to marjoram and garlic.  
 
22/02/2015, Manchester  
  



Embraced  
Embraced 	
By the moss of your arms 	
Embraced 	
By the loss of your palms 	
	

Embraced now forever 	
From your soul’s and body’s leather.  
 
17/10/2014, Manchester  
  



The kestrel and the falcon  
the kestrel and the falcon 	
were hunting in the trees 	
eyes shining like a beacon 	
fast piercing through the leaves  
they spotted there a shrew  
enjoyed mutual spree  
then closer they both grew 	
and settled on a beech 	
the kestrel seemed too soft 	
to falcons from the falcon realm  
they found her oft a little odd  
just sitting on a quiet elm  
the falcon took pride in his hunts  
and time flew like a river 	
when hunting for friends in the front  
he left the kestrel quiver  
she waited saddened on a stump  
then decided to leave 	
then falcon came back from his hunt  
confused began to grieve  
and as the kestrel flew 	
alone in the trees 	
all grass and leaves turned blue  
she missed mutual sprees 	
 
from different forests different birds  
yet closely tied together 	
so closely tied together 	
could the realm difference be turned  
into a wee difference of feather?  
 
14/10/2014, Manchester  
  



Waltz  
Like a silver breeze at night  
Like a never ending might  
Like an ever waltzing kite  
disappearing from the sight  
 
Like a kingfisher  
 
Leaving traces of golden glow in the heart  
Soaked with sorrow 	
for it won’t waltz with me tomorrow  
 
27/06/2014, Praha  
  



Our Prague Song  
Let us go then you and I  
let us just walk 	
no need to fly through Prague - as it is  
 
right here  
 
right now  
 
just as the city breathes and swallows 	
let us breathe too and let us follow  
the Bohemians measuring their life with their coffee spoons  
those who see slightly different moons mirrored  
in the surface of the Vltava river  
 
at Christmas or at Easter 	
in mizzling May 	
in winter colds 	
on any working day of all our souls  
 
at the Old Town Square 	
one smells guides just everywhere with umbrellas as their spears they can't shoo away my fears of 
English 	
dancing engine-like 	
of the shops which wear no sign gilded with our purling tongue  
 
and as we flow through clichéd spots 	
the only wizard is a ghost sleeping in a poster 	
where he nods - at those 	
who walk - and walk there most 	
and he knows of other squares 	
of five musicians playing airs 	
hovering above the cobbles 	
bronze and half-deserted 	
scenting all the wobbles of the drowsy-dreamy passers-by  
proposing the answer 	
to the overwhelming question  
 
for a while let us move faster 	
to shake down the possession of the past 	
just before we bestir the limbs again - we can grub paths - and fishponds where to swim  
rediscover rape fields wondering to the sunny brims of our hearts 	



till human voices wake us and we feel  
 
and indeed there is true Prague 	
more Pragues that one can smell and see  
 
So let us go  
 
just you  
 
and me.  
 
08/07/2010, Praha, Beroun, Zdice, written for James Ragan and his American students visiting 
Bohemia  
 


